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Hotel la Perla 1858




Designed to Make Your Stay Magnificent 
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Memories that will last forever




Hotel la Perla 1858 
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SWIMMING POOL HOTEL LA PERLA




You can spend time actively by swimming in the Pool 
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Stay Within Serenity




Hotel la Perla 1858 
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Sleep Happy, Eat Happy, Travel Happy




Hotel la Perla 1858 
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All is Calm, All is Bright




Hotel la Perla 1858 
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Property
Hotel la Perla 1858



Check In

Check Out
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About UsWelcome to Hotel la Perla 1858




Hotel La Perla resides in one of the oldest buildings of the nation, built in 1858. The house was originally built by a wealthy noble man when cotton production was at the center of the cities economy. It is one of the few neo-classic architectures present in the city. Our Hotel counts with 10 rooms in the original house, 5 in the pool patio and 8 in the contemporary annex. Since the building was preserved to keep its original facade room configurations may vary in the same room category. The hotel preserves many original items including maps, paintings, and furniture dated back to the 1800s.
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LuxuriousRooms & Suits
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Azul Terrace Suite




Habitación de un ambiente que posee: Baño privado con secador para cabello, agua caliente y todas sus amenidades Terra Botanics. 
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Free Wi-Fi
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Daily Housekeeping
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Comfortable Beds
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Shower
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Hot Water
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Hairdryer
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Wardrobe
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Iron
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Minibar
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Rosa Small King Neo Colonial  




Habitación de un ambiente que posee: Baño privado con secador para cabello, agua caliente y todas sus amenidades Terra Botanics. 
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Free Wi-Fi
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Daily Housekeeping
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Comfortable Beds
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Shower
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Hot Water
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Hairdryer
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Wardrobe
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Iron
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Minibar
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View All Rooms















Traveler's InsightsAttractions
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Catedral León




The Cathedral of the Assumption of Mary, is a significantly important and historic landmark in Nicaragua. 
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Las peñitas




Las Peñitas is a fishing village and tourist beach community on the North Western coast of Nicaragua. 
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Poneloya




Poneloya is a beach on the Western coast of Nicaragua. It lies within the department of León and borders Las Peñitas.






















AmazingAmenities
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Free Wifi




In our hotel you get free WiFi to stay in touch with your relatives and friends while resting.
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Comfortable Beds




Comfort mattress and cotton bed sheet let you sleep well and feel comfortable.
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Daily housekeeping




Our hotel provides a variety of cleaning services. We keep your hotel sparkling clean and germ free.
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Parking




When traveling, it’s always very convenient to have a safe base in a hotel with a parking area.
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Shower




The luxury shower allowed the artificial irrigation of the body with cold or warm water for personal hygiene.
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Air Conditioner




Our hotel take care of your peaceful sleep with cool air. 





















BeautifulGallery
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Explore Gallery















TestimonialsWhat Customer Say










	
	
	









A exclusive hotel to me the best in Leon. The location is perfect because it is centrally located to all of the amazing places Leon has to offer. The rooms are extremely clean and the beds are delicios, a very friendly staff and also great cook! 




— MichReyNavas













Una hermosa casa antigua que se disfruta desde su entrada al lobbie, mobiliario y detalles de artesanía nicaragüense de exquisito gusto.La atención inmejorable y la gerencia y recepción dispuesta o orientar y resolver dudas en cuanto a lugares y trámites dentro de la ciudad facilitando toda la información que me fue necesaria. 




— Liz C.













Nice rooms in quiet hotel in the center of town. Friendly staff and nice clean rooms. great value. I would def recommend. Will stay there again. Right beside the university. The WIFI is also good. And free breakfast with omlet and coffee. 




— Gavank
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Scan this code and Reservations directly from WhatsApp.
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Iglesia la Merced 1.5c Norte, León 21000, Nicaragua
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